ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Advances in computation power, memory costs, and rendering systems stimulate the development of massive 3D models that were not possible to visualize only a few years ago. Models of a ship, power plants or spacecraft easily exceed gigabytes [1] . A power plant model has about 1.7 million triangles, with a data size of 1.3GB. In scientific visualization, atmospheric, geologic, and medical measurements and simulations produce arrays containing hundreds of gigabytes or terabytes of data [2, 3, 4] . For example, the male "Visible Human" model [5] has 122 Mvoxels of MR data, 490 Mvoxels of CT data, and about 14 Gvoxels of photo-texture data. Despite the increases in processor speeds, transmission bandwidth, and storage capacity, applications continue to demand resources that outstrip the available technologies. This situation favors the development of image-based rendering and communication methods since their computing and bandwidth costs are largely a function of image size, which remains relatively constant when compared to model sizes.
Intensive and diverse use of the Internet stimulated the development of interactive networked 3D graphics as the Web continues to fundamentally shift the nature of information media to include more interactive and visual effects, as best explained by its originator [6] . Interactive 3D graphics on the WWW (Web3D) is desirable since 3D graphics engages people's attention more than text, fixed images, or precomputed movie animations. The main feature provided by Web3D is interactivity at a distance that affords effective aids to human understanding of complex data. Studies have shown that motion parallax, a stereo display, and interactivity increase cognitive understanding of three dimensional depth relationships by 200%, as compared to viewing the same data in a still image [7] . In addition, interactive 3D graphics on the webs (Web3D) allows remote users who may not otherwise have access to such high computation power and large data capacity to visualize over networks by easily connecting to high performance visualization systems, promoting the sharing of information. This paper describes an image-based approach to both rendering and compression that is suitable for use in the Web3D context where remote users visualize and interact with very large 3D geometric data sets. With the large data sets (more than hundreds of megabytes), the performance of prevalent Web3D approach is clearly dependent on both data size and rendering efficiencies. If we choose to transmit models to remote client sites, we introduce startup latency, and after the transmission, rendering performance is unpredictable since it depends on the client configuration. To obtain efficient interactive 3D graphics over the Internet with large 3D models, the following features are desirable:
• The 3D model should reside at the host and not require transfer to the remote client.
• Minimal network bandwidth should be consumed for each additional frame, whether it's interactively defined by the client or replayed from a predefined animation; sequence of rendered images should be fully compressed by making use of temporal and spatial coherence.
• Only modest computing resources are expected at the remote client.
Our approach to Image-Based Rendering Acceleration and Compression (IBRAC) provides the above-listed features for interactive networked visualization systems with large data sets. As shown in Fig. 1 , IBRAC includes two rendering subsystems that split the rendering tasks. The model renderer is a traditional geometry rendering subsystem with access to the full 3D model data and resides at the server. An image-based renderer resides at both the server and client sides, performing acceleration and compression simultaneously. IBRAC's efficiency increases with scene complexity or model size because it reduces system's performance dependency on model size by exploiting spatial and temporal coherence (i.e., similarity or redundancy) between the current and one or more previously rendered images and not transmitting the data sets to the client side.
This paper describes the addition of normal reprojection, multiview prediction and isomaps to our prior methods [8, 9] .
IBRAC reprojects the surface normal (orientation) needed for shading surfaces rather than only reprojecting color from prior images. This eliminates many of the shading artifacts common in other image-based rendering methods. It also allows interactive shading control at the client without additional transmission from the server. A novel data structure called an isomap allows the remote client to interactively visualize changes in volume classification (specifically isosurface threshold changes) in real time without a copy of the volume dataset.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section two describes related work. Section three details the IBRAC algorithm for rendering acceleration, its integration with compression, normal reprojection, isomaps, and multiview prediction.
Finally, we present results in section four and discussion in section five.
RELATED RESEARCH

VRML and Visualization
VRML is developed for remote interaction with, and compression of, 3D models [10, 11, 12] . VRML allows interactions with 3D models in applications such as architectural walk-throughs. Web-based 3D visualization applications often implement combinations of JAVA, CGI handlers, and VRML models [13] . Java or a CGI handler dynamically creates VRML files from huge data files according to user input. The VRML files are transmitted to the remote client site(s) for viewing. For real time interaction, the model polygon counts needs to remain low to facilitate fast computation, transmission, and rendering.
The results seen by users are often low complexity coarse models with simple geometry with few textures. Also, specific capabilities and interfaces controls can be useful for different model types. For example, classification and surface extraction are useful operations on volume data. In addition, VRML is mainly designed for architectural walk-throughs, direct manipulations on object such as rotation of object is difficult to achieve. Volume data format is not supported by VRML; its extraction to VRML, compression and transmission are expensive. IBRAC accommodates volumes as well as any other model representation. In fact, the client software need not be aware of the model types being rendered. In addition, volume data tends to remain large. Not mentioning extraction to VRML, large model compression and transmission remains a challenging problem for interactive applications in that these steps introduces startup latency, and even after transmission completes, rendering performance is unpredictable since it depends on the client configuration. IBRAC has neither of these drawbacks since no models are transmitted and local rendering is image-based and generally much faster than model rendering. Both qualities are highly desirable for web-based applications.
However, We describe an efficient interactive isosurface extraction method in the IBRAC context. As with polygon models, volume models are not transmitted to or maintained by the client.
Compression of pre-rendered image sequences
The transmission of rendered images rather than 3D models reduces startup latency. However, this approach reduces server efficiency since both rendering and compression need to be done by the server. Also, most compression methods are mainly designed for video, not graphics. Therefore, motion-based compression methods (e.g., MPEG) cannot take advantage of the significant information available during the rending of synthetic images. [14] makes good use of information available from the synthetic image rendering (geometry and texture) for transmitting or streaming pre-rendered image sequences and achieved an order of magnitude smaller bandwidth requirement than MPEG. This technique exploits frame-to-frame coherence for locating and transmitting geometric and view-dependent texture streams. However, these methods require one or more completely rendered images before compression begin, not providing interactive exploration of data or navigation. In contrast IBRAC integrates rendering and compression so that all rendering information is used to enhance compression, in fact IBRAC provides interactivity and renders compressed images directly rather than compressing completely rendered images.
Image-based rendering
Recently introduced Image-Based Rendering (IBR) utilizes motion prediction within the rendering process whereas the traditional model rendering method is categorized as Geometry-Based rendering. IBR replaces transformations, visibility and shading computations by re-projection or warping all or part of images [15, 16] . The efficiency of IBR generally increases with scene complexity, since the rendering time is predominantly a function of image size.
The reprojection or warping of images often causes shading artifacts. Pixel colors result from the interactions between scene lighting, view direction, and surface reflectance. Reprojecting colors does not properly reflect the changes of these parameters. These artifacts are often minimized in image-based rendering by using mainly diffuse surface reflectance and view-independent shading. [17, 18] store pre-shaded samples in a large database and resample or interpolate to approximate the view-dependent color for each pixel. These methods require large data sets, and variations are still limited by pre-shaded and stored samples.
Remote Rendering and partition of rendering task between server and client
[3] focuses on remote visualization of time-varying volume data sets. Visualization of time-varying volume data from fluid dynamics simulation requires handling of gigabytes to terabytes of data sets. Due to the nature of super large data sets, authors focused on careful design of pipelining of rendering procedure and grouping of processor to hide I/O time. Rendering is fully computed at the server and then rendered images are compressed using JPEG, LZO, or BZIP, transmitted, and displayed at the remote client. The similarity between nearby frames was not considered to further improve compression effect.
In [19, 20] , strategies were presented for the partition of the rendering task in which the client is sharing the responsibility and making use of computation power of local desktops; client generates several frames autonomously without the transmission of residual images. The client receives visible portions of 3D data (only geometry, not textures) and an initial image. Images are rendered into a Z-buffer and backward-projected to the initial image to fetch the texture color. This technique has a tradeoff between bandwidth and image quality, only selected pixels are transmitted to perform corrections in the most significant areas. In addition, to predict the area, relevant portions of 3D model data need to be identified, transmitted and rendered in the client. The technique allows transmitting 3D models that are in the visible area, but it could eventually transmit the whole data set, or overly complexed data sets in small visible area.
In [4] , authors introduced a remote and distributed framework for large (> terabytes) scientific data visualization. The backend (parallel machine with either tea-scale data storage capacity, or a high speed network link to such a storage resource) performs visualization and rendering that generates Object Database. The Object Database that contains surface-based primitives, vector-based primitives, and image-based primitives, is transmitted and rendered at local client (high performance deskside workstation). To achieve the interactive frame rate, the authors also utilized of the rendering efficiency of imagebased rendering approach, specifically Image-Based Rendering Assisted Volume Rendering (IBRAVR) [21] . IBRAVR uses the precomputed imagery as two dimensional textures that are texture-mapped onto geometry derived from the geometry of the slab decomposition, then rendered in depth order with alpha blending. However, the IBRAVR exhibits visual artifacts as the model is rotated away from an axis-aligned view [21] and is employed in [4] without remedy on this artifact.
IBRAC
IBRAC extends image-based rendering techniques to compression. We reason that since IBR methods extract coherence between images for rendering, the same coherence can also serve as motion prediction for compression. We recall our motivation for the IBRAC method is to increase both rendering and compression efficiencies by directly rendering compressed high quality images without transmitting any 3D model data.
ALGORITHM
System Overview
IBRAC includes two rendering subsystems, a model renderer (R M ) and an image-based renderer (R I ) (Fig. 1 ). Based on user requests at the client, both R I modules (server and client) generate a partial (incomplete) image for the new view parameters by reprojecting information from previously rendered images (i.e., reference images). The R I system tests for ray intersections in reference images with color and depth values at each pixel; no 3D model data is used. To derive a complete image, R I at the server invokes R M for pixels where R I fails to extract reusable information. These pixels make up the residual image to be transmitted to the client. The client R I receives the residual image and fills in the pixels where both R I systems failed to extract reusable information. High spatiotemporal (i.e., spatial and temporal) coherence results in relatively few occurrences of residual pixels under many conditions, so the model renderer is rarely invoked; occurrences of residual pixels equal the frequency of invoking model renderer. Computing cost for rendering one image, R(image [i] ) by using the model renderer alone (i.e., without reprojection) is estimated by Eq. 1. The IBRAC cost for the same image is estimated in Eq. 2.
where M is the size of model data and n, the size of image (the image is n x n). f(M) represents the cost for the model renderer per pixel, which is the function of the model size. The first term ( n a ⋅ ) in Eq. 2 is the cost of image-based renderer per pixel because each pixel traverses at most the diagonal of the reference image. β is the ratio of number of pixels in the residual image over n 2 , representing the frequency of invoking the model renderer, the main factor that determines IBRAC performance. The smaller β, the higher the compression and acceleration of IBRAC.
Rendering Acceleration
To extract reusable information, the image-based renderer back-projects (backward projection) new-image rays into previously rendered (reference) images. For each pixel p(index), a view ray AB is projected on to the reference image A'B' and then A'B' is searched for possible intersections (Fig.2) [5, 22] .
When the depth values of the pixels in reference image are defined as depth R (index), surfaces may be found by traversing the reference image along the direction of A'B' by stepping one pixel amount at a time (Fig.2 Reference image). Intersection tests compare the depth of the projected ray with the depth of the pixels at the reference image pixels traversed by the ray.
Ray intersection tests in pixel-based scene representations (i.e., reference image) are prone to uncertainty since the pixelbased scene representation do not hold connectivity information as geometry-based representation does. Therefore, the approach in [22] needs multiple images to collect enough constraints for securely locating intersection. In IBRAC, instead of collecting constraints from multiple images, intersection tests depend on a threshold of smoothness (i.e., user specified tolerance) that determines whether surface depth variations classify detected intersections as definite or possible intersections.
This threshold provides a convenient control over the image quality (SNR) of the final images [5].
The possible responses for ray intersection tests are: definite hit, definite miss, or possible hit. A definite miss indicates that the ray missed all objects in the image and left scene volume. A definite hit is indicated when a projected ray transitions from in-front-of to behind a surface. In addition, we require that the intersected surface region be smoother than a threshold, where smoothness is measured as the depth variations of neighboring pixels. If the smoothness test fails, the intersection is classified as a possible hit. A possible hit also occurs when a ray enters or exits the reference image within the scene boundaries since objects unseen in reference images may be seen in the new image.
Definite misses and definite hits are high-confidence motion estimations. Possible hits are low-confidence motion estimations, therefore a possible hit returns the estimated 3D position of the intersection, allowing the server's model renderer to resolve the case from that point.
Compression
High compression ratios are achieved by reducing the redundant interframe (temporal) and intraframe (spatial) information. The reference image is the starting point in the IBRAC system, and the motion prediction encodes its approximate temporal evolution. The low-confidence possible-hit case indicates pixels that R I fails to fill and new information is needed. These pixels are computed by R M and stored in a residual image as an encoding process. IBRAC computes pixel motion and the residual image in image-order and both the IBRAC encoder (R I at server) and decoder (R I at client) use the same reference image (i.e., a precomputed frame or the prior frame). Therefore an array of pure residual pixels can be transmitted without offsets or indices, compressed by an entropy coder, gzip, an implementation of Lempel-Ziv encoding [23] . MPEG and other image compression formats need to include blank pixels or offset information. This unique advantage of IBRAC, as well as its accurate motion prediction capability, dramatically raises the compression ratios as shown in Fig. 8. 
Normal Reprojection
Reprojecting surface-normal vectors provides a simple and effective solution to the shading artifacts and limitations often encountered in image-based rendering. Many IBR methods contain depth and color information at the reference image pixels.
Rather than color data, we store and reproject the surface normal for each pixel. The normal vectors are calculated for each pixel in order to generate reference images. However, unlike color (r,g,b), the normal (x,y,z) has unique characteristics that facilitate its efficient encoding. The normal, represented in a unit sphere, is symmetrical in the eight quadrants encoded by its three component sign bits. Furthermore, each octant of the unit sphere can be split up into six identical pieces, by folding about the planes x=y, y=z, and x=z. The six possible sextants are encoded with additional three bits [24] . Thus the normal is represented by two bytes without visible degradation, whereas color requires three bytes before compression. The additional shading computations typically require only a small fraction of the time needed to compute visibility (Fig. 11) . Since shading is done after visibility is determined, the cost is bounded by the screen image size, as apposed to the number of model polygons.
Shading requires surface material coefficients in addition to the normal. These material coefficients are often constant over polygons or whole portions of a model (e.g., isosurface). Therefore, these parameters are also constant over regions of pixels. Pixel indexes to these coefficients can be efficiently encoded because of this high spatial coherence. Surface models with texture maps have more complex color parameter variations, but their encoding and reprojection does not alter the complexity of the surface-normal reprojection and reshading. Normals, textures, and material coefficients are separately managed portions of surface information (Fig. 3) . IBRAC preserves and reuses these to provide correct shading rather than discarding them after each frame's illumination calculation. This approach causes a shift in the relationship between shading and reprojection in the image-based rendering pipeline (shifting from CR to NR in fig. 3 ). Rather than reprojecting shadedcolor pixels, IBRAC reprojects surface-normal information before surface shading. This alteration permits a correct viewdependent shading calculation within an image-based rendering framework. This approach allows for interactive control of shading parameters such as surface color, light color, and light position. These parameters can be dynamically altered at the client without any 3D model and additional data transmission from the server (Fig. 10) .
Isomap
Interactive classifications or extraction of surfaces for different surface value is important functionality of visualization packages. The isomap is designed to facilitate interactive surface extraction from volume data for a given view. Once an isomap is created for a view, it provides an interactive manipulation or extraction of surface on any surface values regardless on the volume data size. In case of isosurfaces, we observed that viewers can only see monotonically increasing portion (in terms of surface value) of Volume data, not the other side (decreasing side) when extracting new surfaces with new surface values. It is because the outmost opaque surface hide inner surfaces. To construct an isomap, , a ray is cast thorough the volume (line AB in Fig. 4) at each pixel. A piecewise-linear approximation of the voxel value variations along AB is computed and stored in each pixel (Fig. 4) . A piecewise linear approximation (PLA) extracts and approximates all potentially visible portions from a pixel. The PLA needs to encode only monotonically increasing portions of the volume function because decreasing sections are invisible unless view changes. The number of PLA pieces per each pixel depends on a user specified error tolerance and can be controlled by users. The PLA enables the rapid location of isosurfaces because the monotonic increasing PLA enables binary search of the isosurface among the PLA junction points whereas original ray requires exhaustive linear search through the all the data point along the ray. In addition, the isomap also contains shading parameters (pre-computed illumination or normal) at each junction of PLA that can be interpolated for rapid shading of surfaces. As shown in Fig. 12 , the isomap facilitates interactive surface value changes in real time (less than 1 second per frame) with high quality images, independent of data size.
Multi-frame prediction
The IBRAC server may have more images than any client because multiple clients may be connected to the server, and frequently accessed models and images can be saved to enhance the compression ratio and rendering acceleration for new clients. Such performance enhancements are obtained by reducing the number of times we invoke the model renderer. An IBRAC server may start with 6 views (e.g., cube faces of an environment map [25] ) of the scene or objects to be rendered.
Users in the client may even specify how many and which reference images they want to start with by indicating a region of interest or initial view. The transmission of multiple reference images introduces additional startup delay, but this is optional in exchange for additional acceleration and compression achieved by multi-frame predictions. We also note that reference images can be of any resolution. Mixtures of high and low-resolution references can minimize the startup latency.
When a user specifies a new camera position, it is tested for the best candidacy among the available reference images. where, dir is the view direction vector and pos, the camera position vector of each image. After the best candidacy is determined, a view ray for each pixel in a new image is projected to the best candidate reference image. When multiple references are available, definite hit or miss results are processed immediately, however, possible hits are re-projected to the other reference images in descending order of their candidacy. This strategy proves efficient, and as shown in Fig. 13 , the multiframe method reduces β from Eq.2, resulting in higher compression and better acceleration.
RESULTS
The current implementation of the IBRAC graphics server has a model renderer based on ray casting. Both the model and image-based renderers in server are written in C++ for an SGI Onyx2 R10K 195 MHz CPU and the image-based renderer in client is Java applet. Test data (Fig. 5) includes polygon data of varied complexity and volume data upto 65 MB (262MB after gradient computation per voxel). Note that its size is limited by the capacity of the model renderer at the server, not by the server's or client's image-based renderer.
We made data sets into different sizes by copying and expanding the original ones. These data sets ensure a fair comparison of IBRAC performance over varied model sizes. As shown in Fig. 6 , IBRAC rendering times remain relatively constant whereas rendering times without IBRAC increase proportionally as model size increases from 1 MB to 65 MB. (Fig. 7) .
IBRAC transmits only residual pixels while JPEG, GIF, or MPEG B-frame/P-frame data requires blank pixels or offsets actual data. Use of the IBRAC encoding (lossless) yields a compression ratio over two to ten times higher than alternatives for the same residual images. Comparing the compression ratios of the residual images and complete images shows the effectiveness of the motion prediction.
We also compared the image sequences posted at http://tlaloc.sfsu.edu/~yoon/IBRAC/animations with a lossy MPEG-2 encoding (using a Berkley encoder, version 1.2, at default quality). The IBRAC method achieved a per-frame-compressionratio of 2 to over 10 times better than the MPEG2 encoding (Fig. 9a) . As shown in image sequences at http://tlaloc.sfsu.edu/~yoon/IBRAC/animations, even with substantial camera movements, our residual images remain small whereas the MPEG compression for large motions is relatively poor in comparison. This characteristic arises because IBRAC can use 3D geometry data, while image compression methods generally do not.
High compression leads to high acceleration since only residual pixels are rendered by the model renderer, and the imagebased renderer is much faster and independent of data size. Figure 9b illustrates IBRAC acceleration of rendering speed for the animation sequences. The IBRAC method shows a speedup of seven or more in encoding (server side) and thirty or more in decoding (computation time w/o transmission time). As expected, the rendering time for the remote client side (decoding) is independent on the data set complexity. This reinforces that only modest computing resources are expected from clients.
The images at the client and the server are identical. However, IBRAC is still a lossy compression method because the interpolated depth and color from reference images is different from what the model renderer would compute. Phong specular area in color reprojection is visibly misplaced when camera position is apart from the one in the reference image (Fig. 10a) .
This effect becomes apparent in animated sequences of view changes. Turning off specular components reduces these artifacts. Normal reprojection solves this problem without limiting either the material or lighting parameters, and produces correct shading (Fig, 10b and e) . Computation costs for normal reprojection include normal decoding and shading, which take relatively little time (Fig. 11) . Normal encoding is done as during offline preprocessing of the model. Examples of interactive shading control at the client are shown in Fig. 10g, h and i.   Fig. 12 shows the performance of the isomap for visualizing isosurfaces. Isomap renders surfaces for any threshold value within 1 second (`0.5 second for 256*256 for any data sets) with minimal cost; the construction of the isomap is approximately the time taken to render one image without IBRAC; bandwidth requirement of isomap, depending on the user specified error tolerance and the nature of data, is roughly 22 bits (less than 3 bytes) per pixel in our experiments. Isomap needs to be transmitted to the client only once whereas MPEG's accumulated bandwidth easily exceeds isomap's one time transmission. Image quality comparison between isomap generated images and MPEG compressed image generated without isomap resulted in similar range. As a future task, we plan to use monotonically increasing spline instead of piece-wise linear approximation to fit the variation of voxel value closer. Figure 13 show the effects of multiframe prediction. Residual images show visible differences, improving compression ratios and accelerations.
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a remote rendering technique that utilizes and extends image-based rendering methods to compression.
The IBRAC method is attractive for web-based scientific visualization systems since it does not transmit models and is not limited by the format or type of model data. This means that volume and surface data can be rendered for clients, without changes in the client software. IBRAC also provides interactive shading and classification at the client without requiring any 3D model geometry. The ray-casting model renderer used in our implementation is rather simple and slow when compared to scan-line or hardware renderers; however, IBRAC can use it to rendering both surface and volume models. It also facilitates a comparison between model rendering alone and the acceleration obtained with image-based rendering.
The IBRAC Java applet with Multiframe prediction, normal projection, and interactive shading was implemented and tested on various client environments.
Captured clips from the executed IBRAC applet are available at http://tlaloc.sfsu.edu/~yoon/IBRAC.
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